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PEOPLE NEW MODELS

The collective supervision model could go a 
long way to helping junior researchers, 
provided that the supervisors get credit for 
the time spent. In some existing 
interdisciplinary programs with multiple 
supervisors that have disincentives for anyone 
agreeing to supervise. 

We see the need for a broad set of parallel 
changes. If you change what counts as 
research, then you need to adjust the course 
requirements, how funding evaluations are 
made, etc.



PEOPLE NEW MODELS

If we were to invite alumni of our programs to 
give workshops on career development, we 
could imagine a situation where former 
students are mentors. They would teach both 
current students and faculty about the 
present-day academic careers for new faculty, 
and about alt-ac career paths. Current 
students who are in general more networked 
than faculty, could start these conversations 
online via Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn etc. 
Faculty have much to learn about how these 
forms of communications lead to networks 
beyond the campus, and beyond academe.



PEOPLE NEW MODELS

What would be the consequences of 
changing the role of the supervisor to exclude 
examination duties? Purposive relationship 
not necessarily about authority but bonds of 
collegial mentorship  and responsibility based 
on common goals, including building network 
of peers and senior colleagues 



We wouldn't change it, because people 
change their minds about their goals, and the 
research skills sets for academics and non-
academics are similar enough
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Create different roles for each committee 
member, for example,  career advisor, while 
maintaining flexibility.

Give students more options on how to fulfill 
requirements such as different ways to write 
comps, that recognize student diversity and 
needs.

Don't confuse agency with asking students to 
take on too much responsibility.



PEOPLE NEW MODELS

1. Admissions should see whether students 
with alt-ac vs. research interests might also 
be appropriate for an MA in public 
humanities...the terminal. MA is a very 
valuable way to diversify our programs.

2.  Supervision is just a symptom of the 
fraught and multiple identities of graduate 
students: they ARE students, apprentices, 
researchers, emergent adults, poorly paid 
members of the precariat, union members, 
et al.  We need to make these conflicting 
roles more visible to everyone involved.



PEOPLE NEW MODELS

1. We would require training of supervisors.  Not 
an automatic right of faculty - something that 
has to be earned.

2.  Open up who can be on a committee to include 
nonacademics/post-academic scholars  
(especially to include indigenous community 
leaders for indigenous students) 
‣ Advantages: Lessons the stress of the relationship between 

supervisor and student; provide more voices, support and 
perspectives. 

‣ Disadvantages? Who manages this relationship?  Who is in 
charge?  What if they disagree?   Expectations document is still 
necessary. (Perhaps Director of Graduate Studies would play an 
administrative role). 

3.  Only accept students with a student ̶ you 
need to have a clear advisor on board when 
students apply for the program. 



PEOPLE NEW MODELS

AGENCY OF THE PH.D JUNIOR RESEARCHER
We think that committees are a good, that they are not a new idea and that 
rather than a purely democratic committee it should be a hybrid committee: 
3 members in committee but the supervisor acts as main point of contact 
for student, they then direct the student to another member of the 
committee, decide who reads what section and when the draft is completed 
the committee gets together to evaluate the work.  Committee makes a 
joint evaluation to the student.

GUIDELINES FOR COMMITTEE STRUCTURES? 
- Each student and each supervisory relationship is unique
- In the hybrid version the supervisor can weigh in whether the proposed 
committee can and will work together

- Supervisors create the committee
- Ability of the professor able to navigate the political lines within the 
department that students are unable to (have no knowledge of!)

JUNIOR RESEARCHER
- We felt this was not the right term, as there needs to be a professional 
relationship between the supervisor/committee with the student

- They are still learning their craft and in worse case scenarios could fail their 
comps 
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What if we got rid of oral exams entirely! - Our discussion: oral exams do 
not treat the PhD pursuer as agential but rather - at their worst, and there 
are plenty of good examples yadda yadda - serve a hazing purpose with 
infantilizing effects.

Comprehensive exams are important principally (solely?) for pre-
professorial training. If we are serious about opening up the PhD to other 
career opportunities, we have to consider replacing the exams with 
something else.

We switched to talking about ADMISSIONS.
There should be wider pathways to entry. 

But in fact building programs on the basis of diversity is a long-standing 
issue, and one we've grappled with. The more interesting question has to 
do with career goals. That issue could be addressed at point of entry or 
through kinds of assignment. More oral assignments, e.g.? (But could a prof 
of lit grade a legal paper competently?) Or is it better just to do what you 
do best, and keep an eye out for what students want to do?
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What would supervision look like if students were considered junior researchers? 

Discussion of practices in social sciences and sciences. 

If we treat courses as labs they can be rewarding but also challenging. 

What if programs were designed around students and customized for them? 

If we treat students as junior researchers what do they need to bring? They need 
to have research expertise? Collaborative experience? 

Students know how to take courses. 

Can virtual communities of practice give valuable experience. 

Can we give research training in the humanities for undergrads? There are 
examples at u toronto. 

Collaborative work is challenging for our students (and for us). 

What if we admitted students into "labs"? Ie Milton lab, everyone's doing Milton 
this year. There are some models in social sciences. 


